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Close encounters in
unexpected places
by

W

hen I look closely, I see
a variety of people and
cultures in many places – on
university campuses, while
travelling and in social settings. Then, when I look even
closer, I realize different cultures are everywhere; the
washroom of my workplace is
a testament to this.

It’s complicated:
teens’ relationship
with religion
- placing less emphasis on or- dhism and Hinduism has inson and it helps me keep my pri- ganized religion, or is religion creased.
orities straight.”
A shift in beliefs
Visit any church, temple or teenagers’ lives?
- mosque and you’ll realize that
tian faith is an integral part of there are many teenagers who
ers and the shifts in the types of
religion they’re practicing are
church and Sunday school with
not the only changes taking place.
her family. She also takes part in
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tian camp during holidays.
“It’s really important to me,”
-

are less likely to identify as re- same time, their faith shifted, at the University of Notre Dame
ligious compared to teenagers too. Fewer teens identify as who led the National Study of
a decade ago. So which is it – is
there a growing trend of youth
-
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cultures are

workplace is a
testament to this.

Within days of starting my

chatting in French, exchanging personal anecdotes and

provincial who lived in Montreal as a child when my famtwo decades ago.
Eventually our friendship
myself preparing dinner at her
matique, Eric Lapointe and Giwonder whether the dynamics
as deep without this common
past. More so than a profound
attachment to our native province, we share a mutual experience of someone who has left
the comfort and security of a
language, tradition and family
and friends, in order to venture
west into the unknown.
Later, I came across Maricelle – also not her real name –
intrigued me. It wasn’t the
frequency of our run-ins – a
common phenomenon among

cording to this hypothesis, pocome all important.

My Turn

Political pulse hard to
predict in modern times
S

and of a certain age, you may re-

homme.

companies didn’t waste any time
looking into the matter. However,

latest election attests to the fact
that the electorate’s heart and
ever. The recent results have put
pollsters in the hot seat.
from unpopular parties – at least
according to polls, and sizing up

mission are far more precise and

deepest wishes.
Evidently, they understood
had decided that their economic

- reality makes it hard for those

to skeptics, and spectacularly

of, the very parties that turn up
their nose at the polls, are them-

tant than the change promoted

to give shape to our collective desires.
when the main issue for people is
reassurance as to their economic
is increasingly hard to connect future, that is enough to reverse
with people the traditional way – the tendency shown in the last
days of the electoral campaign.
they are using, evidently, have
this campaign is that a posiclaim that some groups are now
overrepresented in the results.
answer.
Trudeau should take notes here
after promising to clean up the

and predictions – could ask that
we look at polls with a grain a
salt.
These two elections are the

and campaign in a positive way.

that mind, that the electorate
of arguments, proof in hand, to is more volatile than it has ever
that long ago, when poll findthere is some truth in saying that
the only accurate poll results are a general election were fairly
in the votes themselves – in the
electorate’s last word.
many voters, choices are less
and less firmly anchored. It appears that more and more vot- ers make up their mind only
-

Harper and his party who have it
right in the end? The answer is in
the question.
We can see why federal troops
make the economy their main is-

apprentice, is in charge of the
Though he has heard of the
studies on the decline of youth
interest in religion, in his per-

For some, the decreasing
popularity of religion among
teenagers is a concern. One of
these people is Diana Zuckerman, president of the National

the most enthusiastic out of the
involved in something,” says
youth: they get good role models
their life around.”
Mamadou Gangué

www.thelasource.com

“weird” French expression I use. now call Vancouver home.
The idea of a Francophone
ever-present in our exchanges.
from this encounter, as well
another person with whom I as a future invitation to Lina’s
house for a delicious meal – not
they create an opportunity for stead, the menu will consist of
people of various departments pierogi, a recipe she has now
to interact in a less formal way. mastered after many years of
I’ll call this colleague of mine
Lina. She’s a product managThe diversity in my work-

religion with fun events like

their lives.

Telephone
Email info@thelasource.com

on curly hair styling methods? away with such excitement
Within minutes we had forged only something or someone of
equal or greater interest could
have succeeded in interrupting
us. Maricelle walked into the
and excitement at the thought kitchen minutes later. “Lina
meet Maricelle, Maricelle meet
in French. When I see Maricelle Lina,” I said. Within minutes,
nowadays, our interactions of- we formed this fun little trio

Translation Monique Kroeger

- usually not as strong.
ogist who has conducted a series
While many parents worry
of national surveys on youth and
For many churches, temples and
religion, teenagers today are growing up without the same re- mosques, increasing youth engagement is a key priority. Many
hold, for teens who don’t share
- their parent’s faith, coming clean where children, teenagers and
young adults meet weekly to do
not practice organized religion. “Even though I go to temple
Many now leave little room for

Mailing Address
Denman Place
Vancouver

of our initial encounter escape
me. Did we use the weather as

a state of economic torpor, the

hard to connect or take an inteenagers are increasingly inar- Families.
ticulate when discussing their
“Studies have proved that kids would happen if I told my parfaith and what it means to them. who are more religious are less
things they do,” says a grade
- vandalism or violence against
high school who preferred to
suggests that this religious inar- does acknowledge that if the speak anonymously.
quality of the parent-child refailing to religiously engage and lationship is statistically coneducate youth.
creasingly common.

religion they practice – they
istence of a god at all, or they

something I couldn’t quite put ronto and studied French as my
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demo following the release of a
new product a few weeks ago.
ployed during her presentation

puzzle that forms my identity.

an accent.
our perfectly ripened avocados
in the kitchen one day, I asked several months in the North of
the province?
The daily interactions I have
originally from Vancouver?” with my colleagues from across
She smiled and replied that she
was in fact from Toronto. Was it diverse identity is not a source
unimpressed, look on my face terest and fascination. Let’s not
which led her to shyly proceed forget it also makes for great ofwith, “I also speak French and
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author should retain the original as we cannot
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Eco-art builds
cultural understanding
by

T

he topic of pipelines and

to go away any time soon, and
there are those who strive to trying to work with culture.”
-

policy, and artists have used
their work to address environmental issues and promote ecological awareness.
an artist and expert in arts, culcal art, or eco-art, is much more
ture or wildlife. She suggests

and it has deep local roots. Vanplace of the dramatic interventionist performance works that
eco-artists are primarily known
peace leading the way.
Eco-art helps us understand
- tween humans, place and nature,

most critical thing that we can
do for the environment,” she
says. “I’d say a lot of the practice

“

joins the art and science.

educate and spread awareness, sively focused on questions of and the ethics of those relationlonial history.
says that eco-art opens up a difture.
ticular ethical stance,” she says. rapidly changing demographics, place and purpose in the world.
with all kinds of people com- “If the world is something we’re

PACIFICA SINGERS AND ORPHEUM VOICES PRESENT

Fauré & Friends
Saturday, June 22, 2013 at 7:30pm
Canadian Memorial Church
1825 West 16th Ave (at Burrard St), Vancouver

Pacifica Singers, the associate vocal ensemble of the Vancouver
Chamber Choir organization, will partner with Orpheum Voices
for FAURÉ AND FRIENDS. The two ensembles will perform at
7:30pm, Saturday, June 22 at Canadian Memorial Church.
This concert will be Pacifica Singers’ second with conductor
Kevin Zakresky. “I am looking forward to performing these
stunning a cappella works alongside the timeless Requiem of
Fauré,” said Zakresky. “What a perfect way to start our summer
– light, beautiful, harmonious sounds and soaring melodies. The
combination of Pacifica Singers, Orpheum Voices and members
of the West Coast Symphony will surely make for a memorable
Fauré.”

conversational space and, like
ecosystems themselves, it is
evolving and not static.
For Solveig Nordwall, a nature
illustration eco-artist and a
tion, her illustrations serve as a
means to communicate and eduin Sweden, raised in Norway
She typically draws animals
ing on ocean life forms. Her illustrations come with facts and
organism in question.
The works she produces end
with aesthetics.

Orpheum Voices is a new ensemble out of the downtown
Vancouver Symphony School of Music. Begun in January of this
year, the choir is a mixed ensemble that will focus on festival
repertoire and choral favourites.
Repertoire
Randall Thompson – Alleluia
Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina – Stabat Mater
Charles Villiers Stanford – Beati quorum via
(from Three Latin Motets, Op. 38)
William Henry Harris – Faire is the Heaven
Eric Whitacre – Sleep
Morten Lauridsen – O magnum mysterium
Gabriel Fauré – Requiem, Op. 48
Tickets are $20, available through all members of Pacifica
Singers and Orpheum Voices, and at the door. They can also be
purchased through the Vancouver Chamber Choir office. Please
call 604-738-6822 to order with Visa or MasterCard.

ing from everywhere, prompts
people to ponder how to develop
place relations.
terrogating how people develop in the world of people.”
and maintain connections to
where they are is one of the most
to have eco-art work if it really
dian eco-art practice. She maintains that ecology plays a central
Nordwall.
She laments the division part in our culture, whether we
see it or not.
“Where we are informs our culthat nature-art illustration is ture in ways that we don’t know
Vancouver’s architecture, she
pictions can also reach those
who don’t understand art.
people couldn’t come to grips
and science, Nordwall also tries with this spectacular space.
Of course, these issues have
- interested artists for decades.
work, and the information written on them is in English, Norwe- movement itself is nothing new.
when the modern environmen-

www.vancouverchamberchoir.com
info@vancouverchamberchoir.com
604-738-6822

-

Left Bank
BC Election

“I am hurt, but I am not slain. I
shall lay me down and bleed a
while, then rise and fight again.”

T

hese are words legendary

and used to repeat in order to The mainstream media reported
soothe supporters after a tough
soothing needed for progressive-

the campaign.

scores of post-mortem analyses stark realities we’re up against.
frankly a lot of them read like
-

and during the campaign for
none of the pundits on our tele- the very limited nature of their
vision screens last Tuesday night, political program, and for their
saw this coming. So, while there failure to clearly explain and atthe more useful thing to do is to
look at some of the reasons the

“

For all that, the election result
is stunning and disheartening.
It will have a very real negative

In retrospect, my certainty that

impact for many working and

mounting scandals, outright lies
and plenty of evidence of outright
incompetence, seems naive and
somewhat detached from hard
political reality. So we have to

-

ects coming online in the comwon the election. It’s frankly de- ing years. When the LNG fantasy
ciently united right-wing vote
general elections in the history the radical left advocate not votof this province. One of those, in ing, and sometimes see the trend
toward lower and lower voter
losing the popular vote. Everyone turnouts as some kind of radical
underestimated the degree of the
of our society and democracy
- were not so tragic.
“The system” wants you not to
when Emma Goldman said “if
voting changed anything, they’d
make it illegal,” it was illegal for
- almost everyone in the Western
litical landscape, a progressive “democracies.”
together in places like Richmond,
most of the Fraser Valley, and the
Okanagan. The right-wing could
run pylons and win those ridings.
The mainstream media still
ence on politics in this province.
Those of us who work in alterour social media networks, can
tend to exaggerate the decline of

represents an anachronistic and
self-defeating assessment of the
role of the state and of electoral
politics and political power, generally. It renders redundant the
Right’s efforts at voter suppression and does nothing to challenge the increasingly pervasive
consumerism and nihilism of our

decade; they also have among
- the highest voter turnouts in the
ment. The Province and Globe and
Mail came out with shameless aim for a revolution of participation – a citizens’ peaceful insurrection against concentrated
the crude “Risky Dix” negative economic power.
Elections are one terrain of a
this year.
ways have more money and more volved, even when the political rethem. In the days after Tuesday’s gressive let alone radical change.
election, two core constituen-

Indo-jazz delights with a blend of
Eastern and Western musical traditions
Masters of Wind, has had a long
love affair with raga, an ancient
he fusion of two great musical and popular melodic mode of
Indian classical music that uses
Indian music, is exactly what you
notes to construct the melody.
raga for
Rhythms Masters of Wind concert featuring three world class
Indian bansuri player Ronu Ma- malist composer Terry Riley, as
tabla player well as Indian classical music
greats Zakir Hussain and Harip-

by
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ence for the musical style, says
that raga will feature predominantly in the upcoming Vancouver concert.
“I like to keep my improvisations in such a way that someone
who is an experienced listener to
Indian classical music will understand which ragas I am expressenriching to watch the local audi- ing. I don’t really want to play
raga
ence partake in their discovery.
the raga,” he says.
Indian classical music has rich
- ing harmony and a Western apdards.
“I need to sense that the origi- lieves that the saxophone is well proach to improvisation.
nal tradition of each style or
and Indian bansuri
genre of music that is mixed is
not lost, and also that some new
with the likes of Ravi Shankar
- it’s really incorporated in your
sees improvisation as inherent to
cian taking turns playing his or
her style of music,” he says.
raga use improvi- sational space in its format, like
raga
Indian classical music. The only
- difference is that improvisation
sion when Indian musicians who in raga is within the structure,
are trained in classical Indian
managing artistic director of
ing music and dance from around
the world to Vancouver’s already
culturally diverse audiences is a
sic and dance invoke different
aspects of human experience
depending on where they come

on harmony, hence these two
genres are always very interesting to merge,” he says.
and they look forward to leaving their cosmopolitan audience
and a loving atmosphere.
They also played as Masters of
- Masters of Wind –
Indian and Jazz Music Concert
nowned for his mastery of the
tabla
gos and unique for their variety
of different sounds.

AUDITIONS
Saturday, June 1, 2013

The Vancouver Chamber Choir is holding auditions for
professional-level singers. All voices (SATB) are invited.
The Vancouver Chamber Choir is a fully professional
choir of 20 experienced, well-trained singers. The key
activities of the Choir include a subscription series that
is unique in Vancouver, extensive touring in Canada and
abroad, broadcasting live concerts on the CBC, recording,
commissioning and premiering new choral compositions,
and presenting four to five educational programs throughout
each season. The Choir demands a major commitment of
time and needs to be the singers’ top priority.
The Vancouver Chamber Choir usually rehearses on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday mornings. A list of substitute
singers is maintained; these people may also be used to
augment the Choir if a larger group is needed.
An audition lasts approximately one half hour and singers
will be required to sing three or four pieces in different styles
and languages; there will also be an interview with Jon
Washburn. A formal résumé is required.
Singers are expected to provide their own accompanist for
the audition.
Contact Catherine for an appointment
at catherinelaub@hotmail.com

Taiko fuses family with Japanese heritage
by

F

or Doug Masuhara, growing
-

didn’t provide much opportunity
nese culture. Western culture
ilies was limited.

-

Taiko
hara and his family have reconHe has given hundreds of performances, practiced with several
instructors and helped found
three Taiko drumming groups
in Greater Vancouver all with his
daughters.
“Through Taiko I am learning
am really glad that at a young age
my own children started learntage that way,” says Masuhara.
Taiko drumming originated the instructor if I could start
drumming too,” says Masuhara.
Taiko drumThe passion for Taiko was inming scene in Vancouver in the fectious.
Taiko has
“For over two years, we learned
gained popularity in Vancouver due to groups such as Katari,
Tetsu and Uzume Taiko. Other rhythms, the group contacted
as Toronto and Edmonton, have
also echoed Vancouver’s interTaiko groups.

culture and share this with his
daughters.
“Whatever I can provide to ennese culture without pushing it
on them, I try,” he says.
was holding an open workshop
for children, he decided to enroll
Nicole.
“I used to wait around to take
them home, so one day I asked

Join The Source

photographers and illustrators.

www.thelasource.com

a local Taiko group that created
drums with leather skins for the
heads and a plastic sewer pipe

hara and his family have emTetsu
dwindled as drummers entered Taiko
high school and moved away
Drumming at the temple quick- for university. Her dad explains, rhythms that are strong, Taiko
they faced a choice to either stop
and with the help of other parcloser.

- workshops, the group focussed
rels, adds Masuhara. The group on inspiring Taiko in the local
community and encouraging
called themselves the Steveston
The Richmond community
Nicole Masuhara, the young- started to ask for Taiko perforest of the three daughters in the mances at community centres
family Taiko group, acknowledg- and festivals. The group, which
es the impact Taiko has had in her
life.
“Taiko has given me a chance to
nese language and lifestyle,” she drumming since childhood, she
says.
still feels the thrill of performing,
She says the group has also and even still feels nervous right

“I don’t think any of us would
see each other or hang out as
much if we weren’t a part of Taiko,” says Nicole.
to see their grandchildren in“There was no tie culturally for
happy to see the culture extending into the next generation,” he
says.
Today Tetsu Taiko integrates

with Western movements.
cultural events in Vancouver that
Through an art form rooted
have allowed them to connect it all goes so fast, and there’s this in tradition, the Masuhara
- awesome energy coming from family shares passionate pernese community.
everyone,” she says.
nese culture at multicultural
events across the Lower Main- land.

Twenty years of just dancing
by

with an acceptance of everyone and everything, means that

W
electronic music in Vancouver

the only place in the city where
tween dancing together in col-

create an intimate environment

to see potential, and commonalities, among people different
- nic difference or a generational
one.
moved to Vancouver from QueHe says that this idea of soevent is aimed at people with group is a new concept in human
different lifestyles and who
- humanity is missing out on a lot
“We play music from around
the world,” says Ricard. “There
electro-swing, as well as more
mainstream Western genres
such as trip-hop and trance.”
-

a more complex past, the same
ethnic separation.
“Why limit yourself to only
mixing with your own race and
only listening to your own culture’s music?” he asks.

This sense of positive engagethe way the evening seamlessly ment and social unity extends
incorporated so many different
sounds and forms of cultural exrelished the opportunity to

the organization gives all of its
proceeds to local charities like

what struck her most was how
the rhythms she was most fadrumming and didgeridoo playing, giving what she says was an
perspective.

-

see it surrounded and empow-

Eastern spiritualism, there is
an optional hour long meditation session that precedes the
main dance. Many of the dancers – who are encouraged to
expressive movements. In line
with the group’s emphasis on ver Sacred Dance Festival and
intercultural and spiritual ex- Earthsave Vancouver.
cafe serving delicious chai tea

Visit the Source online
www.thelasource.com

tures in a night of mutual explo-

amazing facets. Featuring the
internationally acclaimed mixthe amazing variety of cultural

tural fusion. The non-alcoholic or online at justdance.ca

Centre A launches video
installation by local Asian artist
by

W

video installation, Hearts
and Arrows, the colourful sky of
greets your eyes. Set against the

no avail. In the end, he decided to
do things his own way.
art gallery dedicated to the research, production, presentation
it out. I had to learn to carve ice and interpretation of contempoand make the ice. It took me more
than a year to have enough pracinternational artists.
carve in front of the camera and
a lot of it was a learning process,”
says Lee.

Shore mountains, it takes a moment or two to realize that the
getically in the foreground is chipping away at an ice sculpture.
- The common thread in all of
porary artist living in Vancouver. Lee’s artwork is his passion and
special education,” says Lee.
Growing up, Lee was interested

“

in the arts from an early age. In
high school, he thought he would ways. He says that every material has unique potential and that
ultimately chose to attend ar- through some trial and error he’s
chitecture school, following in attempting to make that relahis father’s footsteps. It was, ex- tionship work in the hope that it
“Like the shape of a cup dicinclinations.
tates how it’s going to stack together…a lot of modern industri-

He plans to return to his
roots later this year as part of
and now with a presence in Vancouver.
together, and we have got a resi-

with his family, intending to con- says Lee.
Lee.
tinue his architectural studies.
Hearts and Arrows
Haema Sivanesan, director of
University, a renowned art insti- the second time. She appreciates
- Lee’s unconventional approach and
temporary art grew.
a popular area for the city’s art
“I decided to practice art in“He really is someone who is scene.
“We recently moved, so it’s
interested in experimenting with
Lee.
says Sivanesan. “It’s in a great
In Lee’s performance video, he
ice-sculpts against an iconic Van-

quite a community of artists and
creative people.”

end result – something he feels
contemporary artists often overlook. He says that contemporary
art education has a conceptual
aspect to it, and he decided to
take a different approach.

communities participate in the
cultural life of the city.
She explains that the centre
generates different types of dia-

works,” says Lee. “It was an experiment of me trying to carve.”
His video shows the natural
change from darkness into day-

the exchanges and encounters
that can occur through art.
“Whether it’s to do with experiences of immigration or social issues, or cultural issues or whatever it is, it allows for a different kind
of platform,” says Sivanesan.

terruptions from his location.
planes all play a part.

-

material and forms and there’s

for Hearts and Arrows, Lee had how he works,” says Sivanesan.
Sivanesan is pleased to open www.khanlee.com
tempted to get assistance from a new art space with work from www.centrea.org

runs from

Need the skills to find
a job? We can help!
Design a fantastic resume and cover letter, fine tune
your interview techniques, learn valuable skills to
succeed in the Canadian workplace, gain insight into
the job market, access special services for skilled
works – all at NO COST. The Progressive Intercultural
Community Services (PICS) Society, Vancouver Branch,
has been helping immigrants and newcomers to
Canada for over 14 years !
Our Group Job Search Workshops are a flexible, 5
module rotating program, running weekly, with 16
sessions each month. This includes basic computer
orientation, with instruction on using Word and Excel,
and accessing the Internet. Workshops are held within
a culturally diverse environment, led by qualified
facilitators.
Past and current E.I. receipients are always welcome.
Knowledgeable case managers are available to guide
you through the process of reaching your career goals.
PICS Vancouver also offers one-on-one employment
assistance, paid on-the-job work experience through
our Wage Subsidy program, and a one-stop Career
Centre with a broad range of job hunting resources.
Funding for all programs is provided by the Ministry of
Social Development, Employment and Labour Market
Services Division.

Please call 604-324-7733, go to
www.pics.bc.ca, or visit us at
200-8161 Main Street, Vancouver, to
find out how we can best help you.

If you’re lucky, one day you’ll
Vancouver and feel the endless

you’ll end up saying to yourself, “Dang it, it’s raining!” and
someone will respond, “well you
case it rains, we have a few indoor events for you to delight
in, and momentarily relieve you
from cursing Raincouver.

***

VanDusen Botanical Gardens

tea complete with three-tier tray
of goodies, ceramic tea pots and

for four.

***

***

seniors.

***
Vancouver
This annual festival is a grassserving various communities
throughout Metro Vancouver
is not limited to one geographic
location. Over the years, it has
expanded to showcase events
-

Various locations

ver’s most notorious venue! Son

see spring events in Metro Van- Danny Filippone will lead you on
couver. This year the festival
Burnaby
dent events, hundreds of perMeslin will present ideas meant to formers, and international art- rooms and hidden spaces that still
- empower residents to shape their
tour lasts around an hour. Guests
as well as their cultural displays.
opportunity to interact and pres***
ent their own ideas for strengthening Vancouver’s civic democ-

- details.
nities through art-focused edu-

building-culture-participationdave-meslin

***

continue the conversation in an The Penthouse
informal setting over complimen-

***

Vancouver

***

repercussion-surrey

-

tistic director of the Vancouver
International Song Institute and
sion of poetry and classical music. Free admission.

Valley Drummers, Oscar Soto,
all night! With great performers and hundreds of other music
a show you won’t want to miss.

for an Old Icon
Facelifts typically don’t restore
our former glory, especially afthis is the case for the iconic
son and Smithe, is still a power
horse working to supply the
West End and Downtown with
Hydro.
not always associated with
corporate heads, was an attri-

nity and friends with architect

idea to have the entire extecomposed of glass to expose
the interior electrical infrastructure for anyone on the
the interior and exterior archivice and enlightenment of all. It and eventually ruined the effect front of the electrical equipwas so successful that it slowed
- were left exposed except for the
sore.
couver’s natural surroundings. attraction. It was truly innovalevel which also have privacy
The mosaic glass tiles at the
Unfortunately, due to several to invest, what you see in this concrete facings were cleaned
photo is the restoration which and restored; mosaic tiles were
The whole concept was mod- original glass was replaced in
repaired and replaced. No, it’s
- windows were replaced with
the ideal of marrying industry, glas material. This quickly deteart and technology for the serinside. Soon he would change

The colours that show are the

and Electra Tower.
liant past, you might have a
little more admiration for this
still functioning structure.
Don Richardson

